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About This Game

Description

In the year 20XX, an army of yokai equipped with the latest technology and weaponry attack the human population and spread
chaos across every corner of the globe! To fight against the mechanized monsters, a squadron of five girls with special powers

have been assembled. The only way to end the invasion is to enter subspace and destroy the yokai commanders! Master the
Spirit Arms to defeat the evil yokai and restore peace to the world!

Features

 Zero-Gravity Exploration and Shooting

 Weapon Recoil-Driven Movement - Propel yourself through zero-gravity with every shot!
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 Five Unique Spirit Arms - Each with a primary and secondary fire.

 Classic Retro Inspired Challenge - Primary fire consumes HP. Labyrinthine stages. No revives.

 Maidens in Space! (And Other Places) - Six varied areas, each with multiple branching paths.
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no way it's a piece of art. it's a tortue to play as a green square for an hour
also the music sounds like pink floyd's demos in midi

been planning to play this crap for like 2 years and now i finally got it
nothing tells you what to do and there's basically no way to loose or change anything, you can just settle down and watch the
pixels with your hands under the blanket, but you won't enjoy it anyway
the plot is as dumb as the gameplay, like you should be a fresh 15yo atheist to find it deep
so no wonder it never had a sale - no one should ever play it.. Personally, I think this game is excellent and completely disagree
with the negative reviews.

Here's why:
If you open the volume mixer when the game is running to turn down the insanely loud royalty free music, you will see the
game titled in the mixer as it should have been titled on steam.

It should simply be known as;

SNOK

Dont believe me?
Click this. I actually wanted to write a positive review for this game since it felt a little like this game was going for a reverse
difficulty curve. Because in all honesty if you manage to beat the first 3 bosses I'd say especially if you grab 2 or all 3 of the
secret characters you will be pretty good for a good portion of the rest of the game.

However I got to a boss called I believe it was called the Hell Fiend. When it gets low on health it starts spamming meteor. At
this point the fight goes from doable, to brutal VERY FAST. Most low hp characters will auto-die from the attack, and the
others will be left with very low health. It took forever to get to this point and I'm not starting anther playthrough. SO AVOID
THIS GAME. Hero Siege - Early Access Forever
bug siege. This game has an absolute bare minimum amount of content to be considered a game but I still can't help but enjoy it.
It'd be great to be able to block or even spar but I have a feeling this isn't one of those games that ever gets updated.. I absolutely
LOVE this game and this author. I wholeheartedly recommend it to readers and interactive story adventures alike, along side all
of this man's excellent work. Praise be Mr. Kevin Gold, please for the sake of this avid reader's adventerous heart keep writing
such wonderful works.. Too frustrating and nonsensical to be worth the couple of hours you'll be spending with it.
There are some neat ideas present, some pretty and surreal environments, but that's about it.
Could have been a decent or even good game, but the narrative is pointless and kind of superfluous, gameplay is often
frustrating, the voice-acting is annoying and the ending is just unbelievably lame (while thinking it's clever).

Not recommended: Life is short - there are many games out there more deserving of your time.. Low cost, simple made, short.
If you were absorbed in bhob maps, you definitely can regard this. Why was my waif Kokoro not so relevant in this installment
*cri*

overall a 7/10. Don't do it!!!

It might seem cheap. But this is not one of those games that that is a bargain and you can have a bit of fun with.

It is just plan horrible.

This looks like a lone developer made this on their weekends as their first gaming project.

This is really a waste of money.
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It's good!

It is quite good actually. Unlike the other popular rougelikes, you cannot sit idle and farm like crazy in this game. You have an
urgency to get to the end of the level before long or bad things happen to you, which I enjoy. I have not played too much at this
point but from what I have seen, the weapon\/armor sets are exactly the same in every playthrough. This is not a bad thing
however, as the game presents you with a lot of items with drastically different effects. And the ability to change
items\/weapons\/armors at will once you get them, creates an amazing utility that doesn't exist anywhere else.

While I believe the game can be further improved with the addition of randomness to the enemy spawn and other small fine
tunings, the game at this point is fully fleshed out and complete.

As for the price, I think 9 dollars is more than fair for this game. It offers numerous replayability options and probably over 50
hours of gameplay before being any kind of bored. Which better than anything I can say for the most A+ titles.

Buy it, no brainer.. Game should be free. Weak engine, weak visuals, weak game mechanics. There are much better
alternatives.. Lady, this game is not playable without a controller. If I was you, I'd get a controller or a refund.
(P.S. Crashes too much for me to actually be able to play it lmao). It's free and it's short. The story's decently interesting even if
there's not a lot really explained in the end. Can't say much else without spoiling stuff, though, but there were some interesting
surprises.. A simple and solid shmup.. Worst Hidden Object game I have played to date, not funny bad, just bad bad.. Has
camera shake that can't be turned off. One of the cardinal sins of VR there. I have an iron stomach, haven't gotten vr sick in a
few years, but I played for 30 mins and got super sick. Avoid until developers add the option to turn it off.

Aside from that it's an ok game in concept. Interesting idea making it a bit of a speedrunning raid. Gameplay feels clunky and
hollow though. Enemies are very generic and don't offer much challenge. Guns are underwhelming and the reloading mechanic
is super annoying. Cooldown based so you have to wait for the guns to reload themselves, which takes way too long and leaves
you running around not being able to play the game for too long and too often.

With some tweaking of the guns and adding the option for removing the camera shake it'd be worth it for the price.
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